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23Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) can extract hidden information about water. Various types of hydrogen

24bonds of water are detected clearly in the liquid, glass, and crystal states. In addition to hydrogen bonding in

25water, balancing among charge (scalar), dipole (vector), and coordination number (topology) contribute to het-

26erogeneous structure on the multiple scales in RTILs–water systems. The water-mediated hierarchical structure

27in the liquid is connected tomacroscopic properties such as AC impedance, pH oscillations, density, and differen-

28tial scanning calorimetry trace as a function of water concentration. Nanoscale water confinement was observed

29inside the RTILs, and the size and distribution of confinedwaterwere tuned bywater concentration and temper-

30ature. The loosely packed confinement plays an important role in the engineering of next generation novel

31nanoheterogeneous materials. High-pressure crystal polymorphs were identified in pure RTILs by X-ray diffrac-

32tion andRaman spectroscopy. By further compression, amorphous appearedpartially in the deformed crystalline.

33© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

3435

36

37

38 1. Introduction

39 Structure and property havebeendiscussed to interpret complicated

40 behaviors in nature. One of representative examples is water-mediated

41 system having hydrogen bonding network. Simple molecular structure

42 but mysterious phase anomalies still fascinate us. In pure water, a

43 significant finding is that low-density amorphous (LDA) and high-

44 density amorphous ice (HDA) appear on the P–T diagram [1–5]. The

45 nanoheterogeneity of LDA has been well visualized by molecular dy-

46 namics (MD) simulations [6,7]. Even under high pressure (HP), the

47 appearance/disappearance of the nanoheterogeneity is accompanied

48 by a large change in volume. Furthermore, very-high-density amor-

49 phous ice (VHDA) was first identified by X-ray diffraction and Raman

50 spectroscopy [8]. Density and X-ray diffraction measurements support

51 the existence of VHDA, and a pathway to VHDA is denoted on the

52 density–P–T (ρ–P–T) diagram [9]. The detailed phase diagram was de-

53 termined by monitoring crystallization [10]. More interestingly, MD

54 simulations can reproduce the quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D)

55 phases of polymorphism, including VHDA [11]. Snapshots fromMDsim-

56 ulations on bilayer-VHDA at various temperatures and pressures have

57 characterized the inherent hydrogen bonding network.

58In addition to the polyamorphismofwater, the P–T diagramofwater

59reveals a second critical point, indicating that a low-density liquid (LDL)

60and a high-density liquid (HDL) are predicted to exist between the sec-

61ond critical point and the LDA/HDA [5]. The liquid–liquid critical point

62(LLCP) is still debated by assuming a negative pressure effect [12]. Ice

63easily appears at around the LLCP and the hypothesized LDL/HDL of

64the P–T diagram; this region is named as no man's land as accessing it

65experimentally is difficult [5]. Under negative pressure, recent direct

66observation using Brillouin light scattering provides a significant evi-

67dence associating with the LLCP [13]. Sound velocity of water at the

68supercooled and negative pressure circumstancewas found to resemble

69the behavior of supercritical fluids Q3. Monte Carlo simulations in the tetra-

70hedral geometrical approach were carried out to compensate a lack of

71information in the no man's land [14]. On the calculated phase dia-

72grams, importance of the bond flexibility is well described. Further-

73more, new type of ice as a metastable state (ice 0) was found in the

74MD simulations [15]. The peculiar feature of the ice 0 is explained by

75similar structure of supercooled liquid. Liquid polymorphism including

76negative pressure region relies on dynamic heterogeneity and various

77types of hydrogen bonding characterized by supercooled liquids.

78Fascinating liquid structures other than water were recently reported

79by the Triolo group. Even at room temperature and ambient pressure, the

80theoretically predicted nanoheterogeneity of pure room-temperature

81ionic liquids (RTILs) was demonstrated by X-ray diffraction prepeaks
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82 [16,17]. TheRTILs simply consist of cations and anions and are regarded as

83 simplemolecular systems. Thenanoheterogeneity develops proportional-

84 ly to the alkyl chain length (n) of the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium

85 (Cnmim
+) cation. Theoretically, nanoheterogeneity is caused by the

86 coexistence of polar and nonpolar nanoscale components [18,19]. In

87 imidazolium systems, the possible factors determining the stable liquid

88 structure include the following: (i) hydrophobic alkyl chains, (ii) ion–

89 ion interactions, (iii) π–π stacking, (iv) cation conformations, and

90 (v) dipole–dipole interactions. For further understanding, it is important

91 to evaluate the influential molecular interaction in a solid state (crystal-

92 line, glass, or their mixture). For pure nonimidazolium systems, the

93 solid state on the P–T plot is found to be influenced by the balance

94 among charge (scalar), dipole (vector), and coordination number (topol-

95 ogy), as shown in Fig. 1. We can design RTILs by changing the combina-

96 tion of cation and anion, where the cation and anion are characterized

97 by the degrees of freedom of the molecular conformers, proton capture,

98 freezing geometry, rotational disorder, and so on (Table 1).

99 In this study,we focus the heterogeneous structure and properties of

100 RTILs in the water concentration–P–T (x–P–T) diagram. Structure-

101 related topics are classified mainly into three parts: (i) liquid (x–T),

102 (ii) glass (x–T) and (iii) coexisting crystallites and amorphous (P). Par-

103 ticularly in (i) and (ii), hydrogen bonding in water is a key to interpret

104 the complicated liquid and solid states in the RTIL–water systems.

105 These new findings are a clue to resolve the complicated behaviors of

106 chameleon-like water with proteins.

107 2. Experimental

108 2.1. Materials

109 The cations are N,N-diethyl-N-methyl-N-2-methoxyethyl ammoni-

110 um (DEME+) and C4mim
+, and the anions are nitrate (NO3

−), tetrafluo-

111 roborate (BF4
−) andhexafluorophosphate (PF6

−). In the low temperature

112 (LT) experiments, data were collected at ambient pressure (P =

113 0.1MPa), where temperature region is−100 to 30 °C.While, high pres-

114 sure (HP) up to 8 GPa was loaded at room temperature (T= 20 °C). The

115 solid states at LT andHPare listed in Table 1, inwhich cc and dc stand for

116 cold crystallization and decompression crystallization, respectively. The

117 supercooled effect in [C4mim][NO3] [20] and super-pressurized effect in

118 [DEME][BF4] [21] are seen during cooling and compression processes,

119 respectively, without crystallization. In this study, [DEME][NO3] [22],

120 [DEME][BF4] [23], [C4mim][NO3] [22] and [C4mim][PF6] [24] were

121 used. Fig. 2(a)–(d) reveals the molecular structures of [DEME][NO3],

122 [DEME][BF4], [C4mim][NO3], and [C4mim][PF6], respectively. Distilled

123 H2O (99.9%, Kanto Chemical) and D2O (99.9%, Merck) were selected as

124additives. Hydrophilic RTILs were mixed with H2O or D2O in a dry box

125under dry helium gas flow.

1262.2. Simultaneous X-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry

127(DSC) measurements

128A combination of X-ray diffraction and DSC (RINT-Ultima III, Rigaku

129Co.) is employed to determine the complicated phase behaviors [25,26].

130The microscopic and macroscopic properties are obtained simulta-

131neously by X-ray diffraction andDSCmeasurements. For liquid samples,

132a vertical goniometer and a horizontally-fixed DSC are indispensable.

133Here, the scattering vector q is defined as 4π(sinθ)/λ (nm−1), where

134the scattered angle is 2θ. Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm) is selected

135for the incident X-ray. To shield outer light, metal coated Mylar films

136are selected for the DSC windows. Dry nitrogen gas was flowing during

137the simultaneous measurements. Using X-ray diffraction patterns, crys-

138tal structures were determined by FOX, which is characterized by ab

139initio crystal structure determination [27].

1402.3. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small angle neutron scattering

141(SANS)

142SAXS was conducted using a Kratky-type camera (BioSAXS-1000,

143Rigaku) [22]. The incident beam with a wavelength of 0.1542 nm is

144paralleled by a parabolic multilayer. A vacuum chamber can remove

145air scattering. The data acquisition time is efficiently reduced using a

1462D detector (PILATUS 100K/R). Time-of-flight SANS was performed on

Fig. 1. Molecular interactions and solid states (crystal and glass). The balances among

charge (scalar), dipole (vector), and coordination number (topology) are determined by

a combination of cations and anions.

t1:1Table 1

t1:2Solid states at low temperature (LT) and under high pressure (HP). cc and dc indicate cold

t1:3crystallization and decompression crystallization, respectively.

t1:4C2mim+ 2

conformers

C4mim+ 3

conformers

DEME+ 8

conformers

t1:5NO3
− proton capture LT: Cryst. LT: cc LT: Amor.

t1:6HP: Cryst. HP: Amor. HP: Amor.

t1:7BF4
− freezing factor LT: Cryst. LT: Glass LT: Cryst.

t1:8HP: dc HP: Amor. HP: dc

t1:9PF6
− rotational disorder LT: Cryst. LT: cc LT: Cryst.

t1:10HP: Cryst. HP: Cryst. HP: ?

Fig. 2. Molecular structures of (a) [DEME][NO3], (b) [DEME][BF4], (c) [C4mim][NO3] and

(d) [C4mim][PF6]. Blue and red circles indicate nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. (For in-

terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the

web version of this article.)
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147 the BL15 (TAIKAN) instrument at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research

148 Complex (J-PARC) [28]. Three types of area detectors were installed in

149 the beamline. SANS data were collected from the small- and medium-

150 angle detector banks in this study. The mixtures were placed into a

151 quartz cell (Starna Scientific)with a small neutron absorption scattering

152 cross-section. For quantitative analysis, the background, incoherent,

153 and multiple scatterings were determined by wavelength region selec-

154 tion [29]. The multiple scattering from hydrogen is removed with a re-

155 stricted wavelength of 0.25 to 0.35 nm and Δq/q = 0.12. Simulations

156 of SANS data were performed by the ATSAS program package [30]. The

157 sizes and distributions of the aggregates can be well visualized in the

158 simulation box.

159 2.4. Raman spectroscopy

160 Raman spectroscopy experiments were carried out using a JASCO

161 NR-1800 Raman spectrophotometer equipped with a single monochro-

162 mator and a CCD detector. The 514.5 nm/line from a Lexel Ar+ ion laser

163 was used as the excitation source at a power of 250 mW. The Raman

164 spectra in the OH-/OD-stretching vibrational region of water were ob-

165 tained to investigate hydrogen bonding in the mixtures.

166 2.5. High pressure Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction

167 High pressure (HP) Raman spectra and X-ray diffraction patterns

168 were obtained with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) [21,24]. In the DAC, a

169 few ruby balls and the sample were sealed by a stainless steel gasket

170 with a diameter of 0.25–0.40 mm and a thickness of 0.15–0.25 mm.

171 The pressure was monitored from the R1 fluorescence line of the ruby

172 balls, which were packed inside of the DAC. HP X-ray diffraction

173 measurements were carried out with the DAC on beamline BL-18C of

174 the Photon Factory at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organiza-

175 tion in Japan. The wavelength and camera length were calibrated to

176 be 0.061872 nm with a CeO2 standard. An imaging plate system

177 (BAS2000, Fuji-Film Co., Japan) was placed to obtain 2D Debye rings

178 [31]. The 2D data were reduced into one-dimensional (1D) diffraction

179 patterns to minimize the preferred orientation on the Debye rings.

180 3. Results and discussion

181 3.1. Water-mediated hierarchy: hydrogen bonding and liquid structure

182 Hydrogen bonding including very strong hydrogen bonding (VSHB)

183 [32] has been a big issue for a long time. Generally, hydrogen bonding in

184 water is classified by geometrical factors such as bonding length and

185 angle. These factors are connected energetically by introducing various

186 types of potentials [33]. OH/OD stretching bands of Raman spectroscopy

187 are another approach that is used in composite/complicated systems to

188 assign the hydrogen bonds. For instance, weak and strong hydrogen

189 bonds are separated in the spectrum [34]. Very recently, further prog-

190 ress has been made both theoretically [35] and experimentally [36].

191 In the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system, the OH stretching bands of water

192 depend on the water concentration. Using Raman spectroscopy, the

193 mixing state is characterized by nearly-free hydrogen bonded (NFHB)

194 water. The peaks at around 3550 cm−1 (=νs(NFHB)) and 3650 cm−1

195 (=νas(NFHB)) are found to be the symmetric and asymmetric OH

196 bands of NFHB water, respectively [34]. NFHB water at room tempera-

197 ture is effective up to 80mol%H2O in Fig. 3 [26]. Obviously, conventional

198 hydrogen bonding in bulk water (νbw(HB) = 3450 cm−1) appears dis-

199 tinctly above 80 mol% H2O.

200 At room temperature, X-ray diffraction patterns depend on water

201 concentration (Fig. 4(a)) [37]. The diffraction patterns change continu-

202 ously from pure [DEME][BF4] to the pure water regime. Here, we define

203 the principal peak position of the observed diffraction pattern as qmax.

204 The principal peak at qmax contains information on short-range order

205 (SRO). To emphasize the water concentration dependence, we replot
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Fig. 3. Water concentration dependence of Raman spectra at room temperature in

[DEME][BF4]–H2O.
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peak position, and (c) intensity of the low-q component (q = 3.1 nm−1) in the

[DEME][BF4]–H2O system at room temperature. qmax is the peak position corresponding

to maximum intensity. With increasing water concentration, the principal peak shifts to

higher q positions. The crossover point (xc) from [DEME][BF4] (red region) to H2O (blue

region) is 85 mol% H2O in the qmax plot. The intensities of the low-q component increase

at around xc. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)
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206 the principal peak position vs. water concentration, x (Fig. 4(b)). The

207 peak position is drastically shifted to higher q positions at around the

208 crossover concentration (xc). The crossover point from the RTIL regime

209 to the H2O regime is found to be 85mol%H2O. Whenwe extrapolate the

210 qmax curve using straight lines, an intermediate state that is not RTIL-like

211 or water-like exists at 80–90 mol% H2O. In this ambiguous zone, an

212 anomalous mixing state could be realized.

213 In addition to principal peak shifting, we notice that intensity mod-

214 ulations in the low-q regions of the X-ray diffraction pattern occur

215 only at specific water concentrations. In general, increases in intensity

216 of the low-q component are caused by the development of medium-

217 range order (MRO) correlations [38]. It is emphasized that the low-q

218 component at the prepeak position in Fig. 4(a) is not sharp peaks as

219 seen for [Cnmim]Cl, [Cnmim][BF4] [16], and [Cnmim][TFSI] [22]. Hence,

220 the quite broad low-q component in the water-rich region suggests

221 that thefluctuation boundaries are ambiguous, and that their size distri-

222 bution is sufficiently large. Since the prepeaks observed in previous

223 studies [16,17] appeared at around 2–3 nm−1, we plot the low-q com-

224 ponent intensities of [DEME][BF4]-H2O, whose q position is indicated

225 by the arrow in Fig. 4(a) as 3.1 nm−1. It should be noted that the MRO

226 correlation developed at 80–95 mol% H2O, as shown in Fig. 4(c). In the

227 center of the crossover point at xc, some additional fluctuations are in-

228 duced over the medium-range. The water concentration region of the

229 MRO anomaly is almost the same as that of the anomalous mixing

230 state on SRO (80–90 mol% H2O). The intermediate liquid structure

231 (SRO) and the additional fluctuations (MRO) appeared distinctly on

232 the different scales.

233 Our next step is to examine the hierarchical liquid structure in the

234 water-rich region. SAXS experiments and UV–vis absorption spectros-

235 copy are indispensable for detecting large fluctuations. SAXS is sensitive

236 to density fluctuations. A monotonic change in SAXS intensity was not

237 observed over the entire range of water concentrations. For a quantita-

238 tive analysis of SAXS as a function of water concentration, we used the

239 Ornstein–Zernicke (OZ) correlation function [39]. The OZ function,

240 χ(r), is introduced to analyze critical scattering. The correlation function

241 is provided by,

χ rð Þ ¼
1

r
e−r=ξ; ð1Þ

243243 where ξ is the correlation length. When Eq. (1) is Fourier transformed,

SAXS intensity, I(q), is obtained by,

I qð Þ ¼
I 0ð Þ

1þ ξ
2
q2

: ð2Þ

245245

For quantitative analysis, Eq. (2) is modified as,

1

I qð Þ
¼

1

I 0ð Þ
þ

ξ
2

I 0ð Þ
q2: ð3Þ

247247

Fig. 5 reveals 1 / I(q) − q2 plot to calculate the OZ correlation length

248 [40]. Lines in Fig. 5 are obtained by the linear least squares fitting tech-

249 nique. At 47.5 mol% H2O, the correlation length was found to be small

250 because of small slope in the 1 / I(q) − q2 plot. For a comparison, the

251 correlation length is well developed in the 75.2 mol% mixture. The cal-

252 culated OZ correlation length (ξ) as a function of water concentration

253 is shown in Fig. 6(a). In pure [DEME][BF4] (x = 0), a long correlation

254 length is observed. The fluctuation is derived from the inherent

255 nanoheterogeneity of RTILs. Although the correlation length decreases

256 monotonically up to 50 mol% H2O, extraordinary increase appeared at

257 65–85 mol% H2O within experimental error. The SAXS anomaly below

258 xc is not directly related to the intermediate state on SRO (80–90 mol%

259 H2O) and MRO (80–95 mol% H2O). In fact, the water concentration re-

260 gion in anomalous SAXS intensities is different from those in SRO and

261 MRO anomalies.

262On the largest scale used to probe structural fluctuations, optical ab-

263sorption in the UV and visible (vis) light wavelength region can detect

264sufficiently large aggregates. Up to 90 mol% H2O, optical absorption

265over the entire UV–vis region gradually decreased with increasing

266water concentration. However, a discrete increase was observed be-

267tween 90 and 95 mol% H2O [38,41]. To clarify this anomaly, we replot

268the optical absorption coefficient at a fixed energy (4.7 eV) as a function

269of water concentration (Fig. 6(b)). The considerably high optical ab-

270sorption suggests that some additional aggregates exist. Generally,
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271 interpretation of UV–vis spectroscopy is complicated, although optical

272 absorption is sensitive to aggregates/particles [42].

273 Here, we summarize the relationship between fluctuation size and

274 water concentration on the basis of hydrogen bonding and liquid

275 structures. Fig. 7 shows a diagram of x vs. fluctuation size associated

276 with scale-dependent mixing states in the [DEME][BF4]–water system.

277 If we plot the xc line on this diagram, it can be seen that a characteristic

278 hierarchical structure occurs in the center of xc. Before interpreting the

279 multiscale anomalies, we should review the inherent properties of

280 DEME+ cations and BF4
− anions by introducing quantum chemical cal-

281 culations. The representative features of DEME+ cation are as follows:

282 (i) DEME+ cations contain oxygen, whose electronegative part is calcu-

283 lated by density functional theory (DFT) [43]; and (ii) eight degrees of

284 freedom of DEME+ conformers are estimated by DFT [44]. On the

285 other hand, BF4
− anion is characterized by (iii) electronegative fluorine

286 sites that are strongly correlated with hydrogen and (iv) the frozen

287 geometry of the BF4
− tetrahedron. For the [DEME][BF4]-H2O system,

288 feature (i) of DEME+ implies that the electronegative part of DEME+

289 plays an important role as the attractive site for water. Thus, we

290 predict that three molecular pairs, {DEME+ & BF4
−}, {DEME+ & H2O},

291 and {BF4
− & H2O}, are attracted to each other, as shown in Fig. 8(a).

292 These molecular interactions are considered to be factors in determin-

293 ing the pathways to stable phases (crystal, glass, or their mixture), as

294 seen in Fig. 1. On the other hand, the imidazolium system has different

295 interactions with water. Recently, the local structure of [C4mim][BF4]–

296 H2Owasdemonstrated byMD [45]. The {C4mim+ &BF4
−} pairs are dom-

297 inated by Coulomb charge-charge interactions, while strong hydrogen

298 bonds are predominant in {BF4
− & H2O} pairs (Fig. 8(a)). In contrast,

299 the weakly bound {C4mim+ & H2O} pair network is represented by

300 the red cross shown in Fig. 8(a).

301 Among the threemolecular pairs, we focus simply on the {BF4
−&H2O}

302 pair to understand the complicated behaviors of the x–fluctuation size di-

303 agram in the water-rich region (Fig. 7). This choice is partly because it is

304 quite difficult to resolve three-body correlations [46], even in crystalline

305 materials with a periodic lattice. The NFHB in the BF4
−
–n(H2O) complex

306 is calculated by DFT [37]. The DFT optimized geometry suggests the inter-

307 actions between BF4
− anions andH2Omolecules based on strong H⋯F hy-

308 drogen bonding (Fig. 8(b)). One side of bound water is identified by the

309 asymmetric OH stretching bands as NFHB water. Since only one side of

310 the OH of water can bind to fluorine in the BF4
− anion, the BF4

− anion

311 can attract up to four water molecules. Consequently, the association of

312 BF4
− with four water molecules means the peculiar water concentration

313 (80 mol% H2O), which is calculated with the equation of BF4
−:H2O =

314 1:4. Therefore, bulk water with O⋯H hydrogen bonds cannot be formed

315below 80 mol% H2O. The calculation does not contradict the experimen-

316tally obtained NFHB Raman bands (Fig. 3).

317Next, intermolecular correlation on the SRO scale, as expressed by

318the principal peak position of X-ray diffraction patterns as a function

319of x, is discussed. Below 80 mol% H2O, water molecules with NFHB are

320trapped at the fluorine sites of the anions. In contrast, above 90 mol%

321H2O, the volume of bulk water increases proportionally with respect

322to intensity at the νbw(HB) Raman band (Fig. 3) and shifting value of

323the principal peak (Fig. 4(b)). Complementary, symmetric stretching

324band of BF4
− anion on the Raman spectrum [47] becomes a clue to inter-

325pret hydrogen bonding, which is simulated by DFT (Fig. 8). At room

326temperature, Raman spectra of the [DEME][BF4]–x mol% H2O are re-

327vealed in Fig. 9(a). The symmetric stretching band of BF4
− anion,νBF4, lo-

328cates at around 756 cm−1. Fig. 9(b) indicates the peak positions of the

329νBF4 as a function of water concentration. Apparently, slope on the

330water concentration increased at 80 mol% H2O, influenced by local

331circumstance. Above the concentration, BF4
− anion is isolated from

332DEME+ cation. Hence, we predict that an intermediate liquid structure

333between RTIL- and water-based liquid states is realized at 80–90 mol%

334H2O. A scenario to interpret the anomalous mixing at 80–90 mol% H2O

335is as follows: (i) “intermediate water” appears above 80 mol% H2O

336since BF4
− anion can trap only four H2O molecules, (ii) the excess “inter-

337mediate water” can be captured by the electronegative part of DEME+

338cation; (iii) the “intermediate water” cannot form bulk water because

339of bidirectional transfer between DEME+ and BF4
−; and (iv) screening

340betweenDEME+ and BF4
− is caused bywatermolecules fully surrounding

341the anion. Thus, we conclude that the interactions of {DEME+ & BF4
−} and

342{H2O&H2O} pairs areweak at 80–90mol%H2O, allowing an intermediate

343liquid structure with non-RTIL-like and nonbulk-water-like properties to

344appear in this region.

345The above concept is applied to the intensity increase of the low-q

346component (Fig. 4(c)) in the [DEME][BF4]-H2O system and the lack

347of water confinement in the [DEME][NO3]–D2O system [22]. In

348Section 3.3, we mention the lack of water confinement in DEME+-

349based mixtures. The observed scattering of the low-q component over

350the MRO scale is characterized by a broad peak profile in the

351[DEME][BF4]–H2O system as opposed to the distinct prepeaks observed

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of fluctuations on the x–size scales. Anomalous structural fluc-

tuations are observed in the X-ray diffraction principal peaks and prepeaks, small angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS), and optical absorption (UV–vis: ultraviolet–visible). Nearly free

hydrogen bonding (NFHB)was examined by Raman spectroscopy. In relation to the struc-

tural anomalies, density and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) trace are plotted as

thermodynamic properties vs. x.

Fig. 8. (a) Molecular interactions of [DEME][BF4]–H2O and [C4mim][BF4]–H2O and

(b) optimized structures of the BF4
−
–H2O complex determined by DFT. (For interpretation

of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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352 for pure RTILs [16,17]. TheMRO scattering resembles the critical scatter-

353 ing in the second-order phase transition. The intermediate liquid

354 structure might be represented by structure-less fluctuations on the

355 mesoscopic scale, where fluctuation boundaries are ambiguous and

356 large fluctuation size distribution appears. Then, the critical scattering-

357 like anomaly over the medium range is driven in the center of xc. On

358 larger scales, structural anomalies are observed in SAXS and UV–vis ex-

359 periments. SAXS indicates that the density fluctuation appears below xc,

360 while the SAXS anomaly below xc remains unclear. On the other hand,

361 aggregates probed byUV–vis develop above xc. Thewater concentration

362 region coincides with pH anomalies (90–95 mol% H2O). In the next sec-

363 tion, we describe the relationship between UV–vis and pH anomalies.

364 3.2. Macroscopic properties and water-mediated hierarchy

365 Anomalous macroscopic properties in the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system

366 were obtained in the water-rich region (Fig. 7). The anomalies are con-

367 nected with the structural fluctuations at each scale. For instance, the

368 density of [DEME][BF4]–H2O at 25 °C was measured, as shown in

369 Fig. 10(a) [48]. The solid line in thefigure indicates density, which is cal-

370 culated using the mean molecular weight. At 80 b x b 90 mol% H2O, a

371 slight disagreement between the calculated and observed densities is

372 noted. To stress the density anomaly, we calculated the excess molar

373volume, VE. Using experimental density, the binary excess molar vol-

374ume is given by [49],

VE ¼
1−xð ÞMIL þ xMw

ρ
−

1−xð ÞMIL

ρIL

−
xMw

ρw

; ð4Þ

376376where ρIL and ρw reveal the density of pure ionic liquid and pure water,

respectively. MIL and Mw are molecular weight for ionic liquid and

377water. VE in [DEME][BF4]–H2O system fluctuated in the vicinity of xc
378(Fig. 10(b)). The instability of VE is reflected in the anomalous mixing

379state (80–90 mol% H2O), as described in the previous section. On the

380other hand, the thermal stability of a mixing state in [DEME][BF4]–H2O

381was examined by simultaneous X-ray diffraction and DSC measure-

382ments [48]. At afixed temperature andhumidity of 33 °C and 30%RH, re-

383spectively, the desorption process was observed in-situ. The above

384experimental conditions were adjusted to precisely measure the time-

385resolved DSC trace. The DSC-trace time scale is converted into water

386concentration using the principal peak positions of the X-ray diffraction

387patterns (Fig. 4(b)). After data analysis, a broad endothermal peak on

388the x scale was obtained quantitatively in the isothermal measurement

389of DSC (Fig. 10(c)). The center of the endothermal peak is positioned at

390xc. The water concentration region of the endothermal peak (thermal

391instability) coincides with that of the smaller density (low packing effi-

392ciency) and increased intensity of the low-q component (intermediate

393state). Here, we confirm that the structural anomaly around xc possesses

394less molecular packing and energetic instability in the liquid. As shown

395in Fig. 7, the relationship between density and theDSC trace is similar to

396that between the principal peak position (SRO) and the increase in in-

397tensity of the low-q component (MRO) of the X-ray diffraction pattern.

398In addition to the thermodynamic properties, the electrochemical

399behaviors of the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system were investigated [50]. Elec-

400trochemical impedance spectroscopy is an excellent tool to obtain

Fig. 9. (a) Raman spectra of [DEME][BF4]–x mol% H2O at room temperature. (b) Water

concentration dependence of peak position of symmetric stretching band of BF4
− anion.
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(c) normalized heat flow in [DEME][BF4]–x mol% H2O mixtures.
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401 information about capacitive, inductive, and diffusion processes in liq-

402 uids. In pure [DEME][BF4], two types of local minima in real part of the

403 AC impedance, Zreal, appeared at room temperature (Fig. 11(a) and

404 (b)). Here, we refer to the lower and higher frequencies at the localmin-

405 ima as νL and νH, respectively. At 0 b x b 92.3 mol% H2O, νL gradually

406 shifts to lower frequency with increasingwater concentration, although

407 the Zreal at νH decreases at thefixed frequency (νH)whenwater is added

408 (Fig. 11(a)). However, at 94.9mol%H2O(Fig. 11(b)), Zreal is entirely differ-

409 ent from that at 92.3 mol% H2O. Since Zreal changed continuously from

410 94.9 to 99.1mol%H2O, it is considered that a discrete jumpover the entire

411 frequency region occurred between 92.3 and 94.9 mol% H2O. A drastic

412 spectral change was also observed in the temperature dependence of an

413 imaginary part of the impedance, Zimag [50]. As a supercooled state at

414 low temperature, Zimag had an isosbestic point below 94 mol% H2O; the

415 isosbestic point disappeared above 94 mol% H2O. Surprisingly, the elec-

416 trochemical discrete point (~94 mol% H2O) locates at an off-position of

417 xc (=85 mol% H2O).

418 Another important electrochemical property is the proton dynamics

419 in water-mediated RTILs. Protonation and deprotonation were detected

420 by pH measurements. Both equilibrated pH and kinetic pH were mea-

421 sured at the holding temperature [51,52]. Fully equilibrated pH values

422 were obtained by measuring for a few days at fixed temperature. Just

423 after adding water to [DEME][BF4], pH values were quite unstable due

424 to electrochemical instability induced by dynamic proton transfer. In

425 general, a combination of hydrophilic RTILs and water makes the solu-

426 tions acidic because of proton dissociation. In the [DEME][BF4]–H2O sys-

427 tem, the dependence of the equilibrated pH on the water concentration

428 is shown in Fig. 12(a). Interestingly, relatively basic mixtures are ob-

429 served only at 6 b x b 10 mol% H2O, while the mixtures with above

430 50 mol% H2O gradually become acidic with increasing water concentra-

431 tion. The minimum pH value was measured at 90–95 mol% H2O. The

432 most acidic region implies that dissociated protons near the electrode

433 are supplied from “intermediate water” or bulk water, excluding

434 water molecules bound to BF4
−.

435 Moreover, we found outstanding rhythmic pH oscillations in the

436 most acidic water region (90–95 mol% H2O) in the nonequilibrium

437 state [51,52]. For instance, the oscillation of the 90 mol% mixture at

438 5 °C is shown in Fig. 12(b); the oscillating amplitude of pH is ~1. Obvi-

439 ously, the observed pH oscillation is not random. Moreover, the average

440 oscillation time period is estimated to be approximately 5 h. If we intro-

441 duce the core (the hydrolysis of BF4
−)–shell (its surrounding H2O mole-

442 cules) structure [52], the hybrid cluster acts as a proton-inhibitor

443 (pH ~ 4). With a long lifetime of the hybrid cluster, the shell part

444surrounding the rigid core consists of loosely bound water. After the

445long lifetime, the dissociated proton state of the proton activator

446(pH ~ 3) could be realized by the collapse of the shell part of the cluster.

447Generally, the synchronized oscillations suggest that self-sustaining oscil-

448lation is induced by the transfer between the inhibitor and the activator

449[53].We deduce that the rhythmic pHoscillation shows the collective for-

450mation and relaxation of the hybrid cluster. As seen in the bicontinuous

451structure of [C2mim]ethylsulfate–H2O (80 b x b 95 mol%) in the MD sim-

452ulations [54], the idea of a relationship between intermediately sized ag-

453gregates and the ionic liquid percolation limit could be applied to the

454[DEME][BF4]–H2O system. Considering the appearance of bulk water

455and the disappearance of “intermediate water” (SRO) above 90 mol%

456H2O, hybrid clusters could exist in percolated bulk water. In fact, the con-

457centration range (90–95 mol% H2O) of the pH anomaly is consistent with

458that of theUV–vis anomaly. Therefore, the correlation length between the

459clusters is comparable to the size probed by UV–vis.

460Very recently, we observed time-dependent SAXS in the

461[DEME][BF4]–H2O system. The kinetics of SAXS suggest a possibility of

462the cluster having a long lifetime and relaxation time. In time-

463resolved SAXS, fluctuations developed in the 90.1 mol% H2O mixture

464(Nxc), although very little time dependence of SAXS was observed at

46570.8 mol% H2O (bxc) [55]. The measuring time for kinetic observations

466was from 0 to 24 h. In addition to the time dependence, the 90.1 mol%

467H2O mixture had a q-dependent delay time until the SAXS intensities

468began to increase. After the delay time, SAXS intensities gradually in-

469creased for several hours. Density fluctuation developed in each time

470slice with changing size and correlation. On the other hand, the X-ray

471diffraction patterns of the 71.0, 76.3, 81.4, 86.4, and 91.1mol% H2O mix-

472tures exhibited no time changes over 30 h. The lack of time dependence

473of the intensity at the prepeak position indicates that the cluster is time

474invariant. Therefore, we predict that the isolated cluster with a long life

475time gradually correlates with others for a long time. The SAXS time-

476and q-dependences at 90 mol% H2O are attributed to hierarchical
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477 development of intercluster correlation, which is connected with the

478 pH and UV–vis anomalies (90–95 mol% H2O).

479 In order to investigate whether the pH oscillation in the

480 [DEME][BF4]–H2O system is DEME+ driven, we carried out kinetic pH

481 measurements using imidazolium-based aqueous solutions, whose

482 cation has no oxygen. Combined with common BF4
− anion, representa-

483 tive C2mim+ and C4mim+ cationswere selected. Anomalous pH oscilla-

484 tions were not observed in the [C2mim][BF4]–90 mol% H2O and

485 [C4mim][BF4]–90 mol% H2O mixtures at a fixed temperature [52]. As

486 discussed previously (Fig. 8(a)), Cnmim+ interacts very weakly with

487 water. We emphasize that, above 90 mol%, Cnmim+ cation is separated

488 from BF4
− anion and charge is screened by the surroundingwater. In the

489 circumstance, excess proton cannot transfer between Cnmim+ cation

490 and BF4
− in contrast to attractive interaction between DEME+ cation

491 andwater. Thus, the above result in the imidazolium-based aqueous so-

492 lutions demonstrates that the oxygen of DEME+ acts as a proton-

493 capturing site in addition to the fluorine of BF4
−.

494 3.3. Confined water in RTILs

495 Our mission in life science is to investigate how the hydrogen bond-

496 ing of water inside RTILs affects protein stability and hyperstructures on

497 the x–P–T scales.We have systematically investigated the protein struc-

498 tures and properties in RTIL–water solutions [56–59]. In case of

499 lysozyme [56],we found that folding/unfolding/partial refolding of lyso-

500 zyme occurs in [C4mim][NO3]–D2O solutions. The protein structures

501 were determined by SAXS, the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

502 (FTIR) and the near-UV circular dichroism (near-UVCD) methods. For

503 water additives, we have to use D2O since the FTIR spectrum of D2O

504 does not overlap with that of the protein, and the neutron incoherent

505 scattering of D2O is quite small. There are two reasons to select

506 [C4mim][NO3] for experiments in many types of the RTILs: the molecu-

507 lar structure of C4mim+ is quite similar to histidine, an amino acid; and

508 the H/D exchange effect is completely suppressed in [C4mim][NO3]–

509 D2O solutions [60], which is a typical NO3
− anion effect. In other

510 imidazolium-based solutions, the hydrogen at the C2 position of

511 C4mim+ is easily exchanged with deuterium of D2O.

512 Here, we suppose that unfolding/partial refolding of lysozyme is

513 caused by confined water, as demonstrated by the MD simulations

514 [61]. In order to prove the existence of the confined water inside the

515 RTILs, we carried out a complementary SAXS and SANS analyses using

516 [C4mim][NO3]–D2O and [DEME][NO3]–D2O solutions [22]. Direct

517 evidence for confined water (“water pockets”) is obtained by compar-

518 ing the deuterium scattering cross sections of X-ray and neutron.

519 Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the SAXS and SANS intensities of the

520 80 mol% D2O mixture at room temperature, respectively. The absence

521 of a SAXS peak and the presence of a SANS peak indicate the detection

522 of a D-contrasted water pockets with an average size of 2–3 nm. In ad-

523 dition, the dependences of SANS intensities of the [C4mim][NO3]–D2O

524 system on water concentration (Fig. 14(a)) and temperature

525 (Fig. 14(b)) also suggest that water pockets are formed in

526 [C4mim][NO3]. At room temperature, a very weak but apparent peak

527 appeared below 90mol% D2O. The concentration (90mol% D2O) is equiv-

528 alent to the percolation limits estimated by MD [54]. In contrast to the

529 [C4mim][NO3]–D2O system, there is no distinct SANS peak for the

530 [DEME][NO3]–D2O system. Considering the common NO3
− anion, the ap-

531 pearance/disappearance of the SANS peak is attributed to intermolecular

532 interactions between cations and water. Later, we discuss the possibility

533 of the water pocket formation, considering various hydrogen bonding of

534 D2O.

535 The recently developed ATSAS program package [30] can simulate

536 aggregate size and distribution in real space even though protein struc-

537 ture is quite complicated in aqueous solutions. Computer-aided model-

538 free programs have become a promisingmethod in life science. First, we

539 calculate the pair-distance distribution function using indirect Fourier

540 transformation [22]. Referring to the pair-distance distribution function,

541the anisotropic shapes and arrangements of the “water pocket” in real

542space are visualized by ab initio bead modeling. The complex of small

543beads shown in Fig. 15 represents thewater pocket, which is dependent

544on the water concentration and temperature [29]. Below 80 mol% D2O,

545only small water pocket is connected with others by “water bridging”,

546expressed by the thin lines. Apart from the “water bridging”, the con-

547fined water predicted by MD [61] is experimentally verified for the

548first time by the following: (i) the complementary use of SAXS and

549SANS; (ii) the distinct SANS peak depending on x and T; (iii) the SANS
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550 peak appearance (C4mim+) and SANS peak disappearance (DEME+);

551 and (iv) the well-demonstrated water pocket based on the SANS data.

552 Now, we consider the state of hydrogen bonding in the water

553 pocket. The OD stretching bands of D2O in the Raman spectra can re-

554 solve the above problem. At room temperature, the Raman spectra of

555 [C4mim][NO3]–x mol% D2O are shown in Fig. 16(a) [56]; the OD

556 stretching bands change with increasingwater concentration. The spec-

557 trum of the 80–90 mol% mixture clearly consists of a few OD stretching

558 bands. By peak profile fitting, the spectrumof the 90mol%mixture is di-

559 vided into three components: (i) strong hydrogen bonding (SHB) at

560 2350 cm−1; (ii) medium hydrogen bonding (MHB) at 2500 cm−1;

561 and (iii) weak hydrogen bonding (WHB) at 2630 cm−1 (Fig. 16(b))

562 [56]. Hence, hydrogen bonding in the water pocket can be described

563 by the superposition of SHB, MHB, and WHB, and the spectrum of the

564 90 mol% mixture is different from that of bulk D2O. In addition,

565 hydrogen bonding in the water pocket is VSHB in the quenched

566 [C4mim][NO3]–D2O system (70 b x b 90 mol% D2O) [62]. The VSHB

567 water in the mixtures resembles to non-bulk-like water in glass of a

568 concentrated salt solution. Since the water concentration region of the

569 VSHB is consistent with that corresponding to the existence of water

570 pockets, the VSHB indirectly reflects the peculiar hydrogen bonding in

571 the water pocket. Even in the quenched mixtures, the VSHB at

572 2260 cm−1 indicates that the hydrogen bonding in the water pocket is

573 very unique.

574 3.4. Heterogeneous glassy states under slow-cooled and quenched

575 conditions

576 In the previous sections, the liquid structures and properties of

577 heterogeneous liquids were investigated considering the hydrogen

578bonding of water. A hint to interpret anomalous mixing states, even in

579simple molecular liquids, is found in the crystal or glass states of solids.

580In static packed solid states, the thermal effects of fluctuating heteroge-

581neity are almost absent compared with ambiguous liquid states.

582Recently, we reported the kinetic phase diagram on slow cooling,

583which was precisely determined by simultaneous X-ray diffraction

584and DSC measurements [26] (Fig. 17). L, C, G, and I in the diagram rep-

585resent the liquid [DEME][BF4], crystalline [DEME][BF4], glass, and ice, re-

586spectively. Tc and TI are crystallization temperatures of [DEME][BF4] and

587ice, respectively. In addition, U indicates undefined phases: (i) (I + G);

588(ii) (I + C); and (iii) (I + G + C). These phases appeared randomly due

589to ice nucleation and growth (Tc b TI). The I-phase is formed above xI
590(=60 mol% H2O). A variety of phase behaviors on cooling can be

591reflected by the flexibility of water in each circumstance.

592Two types of glasses have a big impact on fundamental science. At

593around 7 mol% H2O, slow-cooled glass is characterized by the coexis-

594tence of crystal-like and liquid-like Raman spectra. We refer to the het-

595erogeneous property in glass as “two dynamic components.” The slow-

596cooled glass at 4–10 mol% H2O is related to the polyhedral cluster in the

597liquid. Generally, it is well-known that some polyhedral clusters are

598regarded as glass-forming factors, which avoids crystal nucleation on

599nanoscale. Considering the molar ratio dodecahedron is considered to

600be one of candidates for the specific cluster [52]. As another geometrical

601factor, BF4
− tetrahedron and pseudotetrahedral network of water are

602proposed. The geometric factor alongwith the electrochemical property

603in the liquid provides clues to resolve the formation of slow-cooled glass.

604The equilibrated pH anomaly in the water-poor region (Fig. 12(a)) ap-

605peared at 6–10mol%H2O. The property of the 6–10mol%mixture implies

Fig. 15. Simulated water pocket as a function of water concentration, x, and temperature. The calculations referred to the observed SANS peak. With increasing water concentration, the

visualized water pocket increases in size. Coarsening of the water pocket is observed at low temperature.

Fig. 16. (a) Raman spectra of the OD stretching band in [C4mim][NO3]–D2O at room tem-

perature. (b) Decomposed Raman bands at 90 mol% D2O by peak profile fitting. Strong hy-

drogen bonding (SHB), medium hydrogen bonding (MHB), and weak hydrogen bonding

(WHB) bands are identified.
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Fig. 17. Phasediagramof [DEME][BF4]–H2Omixtures upon slowcooling at a cooling rate of

8 °C/min. xI indicates the formation of H2O ice crystals. L, C, G, I, and U indicate the liquid,

[DEME][BF4] crystal, glass, H2O ice, and an undefined phase, respectively. The U is classi-

fied further into (I + G), (I + C), and (I + G + C) phases.
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606 that protons might be confined by forming specific clusters (dodecahe-

607 dron) based on the molar ratio [52]. A significant finding is that the

608 slow-cooled glass in the water-poor region is formed only with the addi-

609 tion of light water (H2O). This proton confinement is easily reversed by

610 D2O substitution [63]. If D2O is substituted, crystallization occurs in

611 [DEME][BF4]–x mol% (1 − y)H2O·yD2O. This result is attributed to the

612 different hydrogen bonding strength between H and D. It should be

613 noted that the water concentration regions of both slow-cooled glass for-

614 mation and the pHanomaly almost coincidewith each other. By introduc-

615 ing polyhedral clusters, the picture of the proton confinement predicted

616 by pH does not contradict the suppression of crystal nucleation.

617 Another slow-cooled glass was found at 60 mol% H2O (=xI) by si-

618 multaneous X-ray diffraction and DSC measurements. Ice crystals ap-

619 peared above xI in the phase diagram (Fig. 17). Thus, xI is found to be

620 a crossover point from [DEME][BF4] crystal to ice in the solid. In the

621 phase diagram, crystallization temperatures (Tc and TI) decreased

622 close to xI since crystallization becomes more unstable because of the

623 stronger competition between [DEME][BF4] crystals and ice. Hence,

624 the crossover behavior from [DEME][BF4] crystal to ice prevents alterna-

625 tive crystallization at low temperature. Moreover, the slow-cooled

626 60 mol% mixture did not exhibit two dynamic components, making it

627 quite different from the slow-cooled glass in the water-poor region.

628 These experimental facts suggest a peculiar mixing state at xI. We

629 deduce the following: (i) strong competition for crystallization occurs

630 between the RTIL and water in the 60 mol% mixture, and (ii) heteroge-

631 neous fluctuation is realized. Point (i) is based on the crystal nucleation

632 process. Experimentally and theoretically, frozen crystal nucleation oc-

633 curs once local aggregates exceed the critical size [64,65]. Therefore, at

634 xI, aggregates of [DEME][BF4] or water cannot achieve the critical size

635 for crystal nucleation. This means that each molecule is well mixed in

636 an extremely competitive state. Point (ii) has no discrepancy with com-

637 petitive mixing. At 60 mol% H2O, homogeneous fluctuation on the mo-

638 lecular level is supported by the non-“two dynamic components”.

639 Finally,we conclude that the homogeneous glass in the competitive sys-

640 tem (x=60mol%H2O) has a glass-forming process opposing to hetero-

641 geneous glass (4 b x b 10 mol% H2O). On the other hand, hydrogen

642 bonding in the slow-cooled glasses (4 b x b 10 and x = 60 mol% H2O)

643 was examined by Raman spectroscopy [26]. Once solidification oc-

644 curred during slow cooling, NFHB bands in the liquid disappeared in

645 spite of the solid states (crystal, glass, or their coexistence). On slow

646 cooling, molecular rearrangement towards dense molecular packing is

647 promoted with vanishing NFHB.

648 Quenched glass is highlighted in the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system, since

649 unexpected glass formation was observed even upon slow cooling.

650 When the mixtures are placed into liquid N2, quenched glass is easily

651 obtained [66,67]. Upon heating the quenched mixtures, phase changes

652 were detected by differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements.

653 The DTA trace shows that quenched glass transformed to supercooled

654 liquid at the glass transition temperature (Tg) upon heating. Further

655 heating caused cold crystallization from the supercooled liquid at Tcc.

656 Pure ice was formed above 96 mol% H2O. The quenching effect is

657 displayed by plotting the phase changes on the water concentration

658 scale (Fig. 18) [67]. Most interestingly, the “double glass transition” in

659 the water-poor region occurred at Tg1 and Tg2 upon heating; we found

660 that Tg1 is connected with Tg in the water-poor region, while, Tg2 is

661 linked with Tg in the water-rich region. Thus, we deduce that the “two

662 glass transition” originates from the heterogeneity of the water-poor

663 andwater-rich domains. Thewater-poor domain at lower Tg1 is thermo-

664 dynamically fragile. In contrast, water-assisted hardening could be in-

665 duced in the water-rich domain (Tg1 b Tg2). The different glass forming

666 abilities of these regions are expressed by ΔTg (=Tg2 − Tg1) on the

667 DTA thermograph, which is estimated to be 7–12 °C.

668 Furthermore, the glassy state of the quenched glass is different from

669 that of the slow-cooled glass because NFHB water exists in the quenched

670 glass [66], while no NFHB Raman bands are found in slow-cooled glasses.

671 NFHB-assisted glass suggests thatmolecular rearrangement at the liquid–

672glass transition is prevented by rapid cooling, which is far from an

673equilibrium state. Interestingly, packing efficiency accompanied by the

674molecular rearrangement is not preferred during the freezing process in

675quenched glasses; instead, heterogeneous water-poor and water-rich

676regions (14 b x b 30 mol% H2O) coexist in the NFHB state. The fact

677that the water concentration region of the double glass transition

678(14 b x b 30 mol% H2O) shifts to a higher region compared to that of

679slow-cooled glass (6 b x b 10 mol% H2O) also demonstrates that glassy

680states depends on cooling rates. Hydrogen bonding is essentially

681different in each slow-cooled and quenched glass. Here, based on

682NFHB/non-NFHB water, we summarize a variety of glass formations in

683Fig. 19.

6843.5. Pressure-induced frustration: frustration process

685Under HP, molecular packing efficiency is important as well as con-

686ventionalmolecular interactions at ambient pressure. HP-driven behav-

687ior, which is different from low-temperature (LT) behavior at ambient

688pressure, was seen in the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system [68]. HP crystalliza-

689tion at room temperature was suppressed above 60 mol% H2O. At HP,

690water behaviors in the RTILs are certainly quite important. However,
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Fig. 18. Tg variations with H2O concentration (x) in quenched [DEME][BF4]–H2O. Double

glass transition occurred at 14–30 mol% H2O.

Fig. 19. Three glassy states in the [DEME][BF4]–H2O system. The observation of the nearly

free hydrogen bonded (NFHB) band of water implies that glass-forming mechanisms are

different.
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691 the nature of hydrogen bonding becomes more complicated because of

692 pressure effects and the well-known complicated P–T diagram of pure

693 water [1–5]. To avoid complicated hydrogen bonding under HP and

694 three molecular pairs in the RTIL–water system, we first concentrate

695 on pure RTILs under HP and room temperature.

696 [C4mim][PF6] is one of the candidates to extract HP anomalies. The

697 LT crystal structure of [C4mim][PF6] was determined by single crystal

698 X-ray diffraction [69]. In a series of [Cnmim][PF6] (n= 1–4), the LT crys-

699 tal polymorph of [C4mim][PF6] has been investigated at ambient pres-

700 sure [70]. Very recently, the LT crystal polymorph of [C4mim][PF6]

701 denoted by α, β, and γ phases was examined in detail [71–74]. The ro-

702 tational dynamics of PF6
− anion were investigated by 31P NMR in the α,

703 β, andγphases [72]. The slowest rotational dynamicswere seen in theγ

704 phase (γ b α b β). Even in crystal states, rotational disorder is a feature

705 of PF6
− anion. In the crystal structure analysis [73], the spatial distribu-

706 tion of the occupation probability of PF6
− suggests that positional disor-

707 der appears in addition to rotational disorder. For a comparison, the LT

708 and HP phases of the representative RTILs are listed in Table 1. For in-

709 stance, the LT crystallization [74] and HP decompression crystallization

710 (dc) [75] of [C2mim][NO3] were measured, and the LT crystallization

711 [76,77] and HP dc [78–80] of [C2mim][BF4] were observed. The LT crys-

712 tallization [70,81] and HP crystallization of [C2mim][PF6] [82] were

713 monitored, and the cold-crystallization (cc) [20] and HP amorphous

714 forming [83] of [C4mim][NO3]were detected. LT glass [84] andHPamor-

715 phous [78,85–87] of [C4mim][BF4] were formed. LT cc [71] and HP crys-

716 tal [24,88–90] of [C4mim][PF6] appeared. We observed the LT crystal

717 and HP amorphous of [DEME][NO3] [83], and LT crystal structures [25]

718 and HP dc [21,91,92] of [DEME][BF4] were determined. The HP phase

719 of [DEME][PF6] has not been investigated at room temperature. Here,

720 we emphasize that the LT crystal polymorphs (α, β, and γ phases) of

721 pure [C4mim][PF6] are the most fascinating in Table 1. It should be

722 noted that at low temperature, α, β, and γ crystal phases are character-

723 ized by gauche–trans (GT), trans–trans (TT) and gauche'–trans (G′T)

724 conformers of C4mim+ cation (Fig. 20(a)–(c)), respectively [71].

725 Now, we shift our focus to theHP crystal polymorph of [C4mim][PF6]

726 and the C4mim+ conformers under HP. HP X-ray diffraction was carried

727 out at room temperature to identify newHP crystal structures [24]. Dur-

728 ing compression, liquid [C4mim][PF6] easily crystallized at 0.3 GPa

729 (=Pc; Fig. 21). The crystal structure is equivalent to the LT α phase,

730 whose space group is Pbca (orthorhombic) [73]. At 1.2 GPa, the crys-

731 tal–crystal phase transition occurred. The HP crystal structure is distin-

732 guished from those of LTα, β, andγ phases. Hence, HP-inherent crystals

733 (δ phase, Z= 4) are observed in this study for the first time. Z stands for

734 the number of molecules per unit cell. The repulsive π–π interaction

735 such as in benzene [93] is affected by the HP δ phase. A zigzag stacking

736 sequence is required in a large unit cell (Z ≥ 2). The space group of the

737 HP δ phase is determined byX-ray structure analysis to be P2/m (mono-

738 clinic). By further compression, other crystal structures with smaller

739 unit cells (δ′ phase, Z=1) appeared accompanied by the disappearance

740 of zigzag stacking at 3.6 GPa. The Z = 4 lattice breaking implies that the

741 orientational order of C4mim+ disappears at higher packing efficiency.

742 The degrees of freedom of the alkyl chain of C4mim+ cation are utilized

743 to reduce the partial molar volume. At the Z = 1 lattice sites, molecular

744 orientational disorder and cation folding could be realized, permitting

745the partial breaking of the charge network. It should be noted that nei-

746ther molecular polymerization nor dissociation of [C4mim][PF6] is veri-

747fied by Raman spectroscopy up to a maximum pressure of 8 GPa [24].

748Above 5.8 GPa (=Pg), amorphous appeared accompanied by peak

749broadening of the Bragg reflections and increased intensity of the low-

750q component, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 21. In addition, X-ray dif-

751fraction halo patterns larger above Pg. Optical microscopy showed that

752the sample at 8.1 GPa became partially transparent because of the par-

753tial disappearance of crystal domain boundaries (Fig. 22). For compari-

754son, images of a completely transparent liquid state (0.1 MPa) and a

755fairly dark crystal state (3.6 GPa) are shown in Fig. 22. The above exper-

756imental facts indicate that amorphous is formed above Pg.

757Considering the conformation stability (theNCCC angle) of C4mim+,

758we performed HP Raman spectroscopy at room temperature. At ambi-

759ent pressure (0.1 MPa), the typical Raman bands of the trans (T) and

760gauche (G) forms of C4mim+ are observed (Fig. 23(a)). The motion of

761the crystal domain walls were monitored at 0.6 GPa by in-situ optical

762microscopy observation during compression. Accompanied by crystalli-

763zation, the Raman spectrum changed drastically with decreasing inten-

764sity of the T conformer of C4mim+. Thus, the T conformer is stable in the

765loosely packed liquid (dynamic randomness). As the δ′ phase was dis-

766covered at 3.6 GPa by X-ray diffraction, an additional new Raman peak

767appeared at 3.5 GPa instead of the disappearance of the T conformer.

768The new conformer with a lower wavenumber is related to molecular

769orientational disorder and cation folding, which were deduced by

770Monte Carlo simulations based on X-ray diffraction patterns. Thus,

771name the new Raman peak as spatially constrained gauche (Gc). When

772pressure exceeds Pg (~6 GPa), the Gc peak increases remarkably. At

773the maximum pressure (8.2 GPa), the Gc peak grew to almost half the

774value of G. If the Gc conformer is stabilized by cation folding for packing

775efficiency, Gc is applied into an indicator expressing the densely packed

776glass (static randomness). To quantitatively analyze the C4mim+

(a) GT (c) G’T(b) TT

Fig. 20. C4mim+ conformations: (a) GT, (b) TT, and (c) G′T.
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777 conformers, we calculated the intensity fraction of the i component, f i,

778 using peak profile fitting, where i stands for the T, G and Gc conformers.

779 Here, f i (i = T, G, and Gc) is provided by [90] as

f i ¼
Ii

IT þ IG þ IGc
; ð5Þ

781781 where IT, IG, and IGc indicate the relative Raman intensities of the T, G,

and Gc conformers, respectively. Fig. 23(b) reveals fi during the

782compression process. Discrete changes in fi are clearly observed at Pc

783and Pg. The rapid increase in the Gc Raman band above Pg is proof of

784amorphization, which is represented by the folding of the Gc conformer

785with the loss of the periodic array (positional disorder). For the entire

786compression process, dynamic disorder is expressed by the liquid-

787predominant T, while static disorder is characterized by the amorphous-

788predominant Gc (Fig. 23(b)). Hence, competition between dynamic and

789static fluctuations exists in the [C4mim][PF6] system under HP.

790Here, we estimate the Gc conformer of C4mim+ using recent

791computer-aided analysis referring to X-ray diffraction patterns. Possible

792conformers at the lattice sites are predicted by ab initio calculations in

793the FOX software package [27]. The Monte Carlo simulations are carried

794out by fixing the fG and fGc at the values obtained from Raman spectros-

795copy (Fig. 23(b)). A severe constraint is employed to prevent overlap

796among molecules; no two molecules are allowed to be closer than the

797minimum distance. The cation and anion conformations are flexible in

798the simulations, satisfying the above condition. For instance, simulated

799molecular conformers at 5.8 GPa (P ≈ Pg) are visualized in the simula-

800tion box (Fig. 24). In spite of a small difference in theweighted reliability

801factor (wR), cation folding and orientational disorder are demonstrated.

802It should be noted that each different folding cation has different dipole

803moments. The lower wavenumber lying conformer (Gc), which is in-

804duced under HP, is represented by an ambiguous folding structure of

805the alkyl chain in Fig. 24. When we introduce the concept of “conforma-

806tion glass” with the superposition of various types of cation folding, HP

807frustration in [C4mim][PF6] could be explained for higher packing

808efficiency. Since PF6
− in the LT crystals originally has positional and ori-

809entational disorder [73] due to dynamic rotational motion [72], the

810pressure effect of the PF6
− anion enables it to freeze randomly. The ran-

811dom freezing of PF6
− influences cation frustration under HP. We confirm

812that conformation glass is typical topological frustration that changes

813intermolecular distances and corresponds to a versatile coordination

814number [24]. To optimize molecular packing inside disordered crystals

815under HP, HP amorphous in which the periodic array of ions is broken

816is indispensable in allowing partial charge glass (charge), dipole glass

817(vector), and conformation glass (topology).

818The LT andHP crystal polymorphs of [C4mim][PF6] are schematically

819illustrated on the P–T plot (Fig. 25). The LTα andβphases are connected

820with the HP α and β phases at room temperature. The HP δ and δ′

821phases locate in the higher-pressure region, where δ and δ′ phases are

822distinguished from the LT phases. In addition, amorphization occurred

823at 6 GPa (=Pg) and developed with increasing pressure. The pressure-

824induced amorphous can be demonstrated on the basis of the following

825experimental facts: (i) the broad diffraction halo; (ii) the peak

Liquid Crystal Crystal + Amorphous

(0.1 MPa) (3.6 GPa) (8.1 GPa)

Fig. 22. Optical microscopy observations of [C4mim][PF6] in a diamond anvil cell. Above

the amorphization pressure (Pg), the sample became partially transparent.
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Fig. 23. (a) Raman spectra upon compression and (b) intensity fraction, fi, of the T, G and

Gc conformers of C4mim+. Pc and Pg indicate the crystallization and amorphization pres-

sures, respectively.

Fig. 24. Simulated molecular conformations at 5.8 GPa (P ≈ Pg). The weighted reliability

factor (wR) is calculated on the basis of the X-ray diffraction patterns.
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826 broadening of Bragg reflections; (iii) the increase in intensity of the low-

827 qX-ray diffraction component; (iv) thenewRamanpeak at lowerwave-

828 number; and (v) the partially transparent state of the sample observed

829 by optical microscopy. During compression, the crystal to amorphous

830 transition without polymerization and dissociation might be induced

831 by cation holding, orientational disorder, and conformation glass for

832 molecular packing efficiency.

833 4. Summary

834 Various types of hydrogen bonding in water are present in RTILs.

835 Owing to hydrogen bonding,mixtures ofwater and RTILs exhibit hierar-

836 chical structures and nanoscale confinement in disordered systems.

837 Molecular interactions among cations, anions, and water control the

838 nanoscale morphology. Nanoheterogeneity engineering for next gener-

839 ations is shifting to loosely packed confinement considering biomole-

840 cules. Size-tunable nanoconfinement will be a primary strategy to

841 control the functions of biomolecules.

842 In the liquid state as well as the solid state, hydrogen bonding-driven

843 anomalies are observed in the [DEME][BF4]–water system. Slow-cooled

844 glass and quenched double glass transition possess heterogeneity in

845 water-poor regions. The heterogeneous freezing state is assisted by the

846 hydrogen bonding of water, which originally has a pseudotetrahedral

847 network. The geometric freezing factor of BF4
− is coupled with the

848 pseudotetrahedral property of water.

849 TheHP crystal polymorph of pure [C4mim][PF6]wasfirst observed at

850 room temperature. With further compression, packing efficiency is pre-

851 ferred accompanied by lattice deformation and molecular orientational

852 disorder. Finally, amorphous appeared partially from the deformed

853 crystal, where the HP-intrinsic conformer of C4mim+ increased drasti-

854 cally. The idea of conformation glass explains the cation folding, molec-

855 ular orientational disorder, and partially broken charge network in the

856 well packed system, as described by different intermolecular distances.

857 Pressure-induced holding in simplemolecular systems is a key to exam-

858 ine the pressure stability of protein folding.
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